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Abstract: This paper explores the key applications of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the field of marine surveying. GIS, as a powerful geospatial analysis tool, has played a significant role in marine surveying and ocean resource management. This paper begins by introducing the basic concepts of GIS and the importance of marine surveying. It then delves into four key application areas of GIS in marine surveying: marine map production, seafloor topography analysis, marine environmental monitoring, and ocean resource management. Each application area covers specific use cases and advantages of GIS technology. Finally, the paper summarizes the significant role of GIS in marine surveying and looks ahead to future developments.

1. Introduction

Marine surveying is a crucial domain for understanding the Earth's surface, particularly the oceanic portions, and it is vital for navigation, resource management, environmental conservation, and scientific research. Over the past few decades, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have become an indispensable tool in the field of marine surveying. GIS combines geospatial technology and database management to provide a comprehensive approach for collecting, storing, analyzing, and visualizing geospatial data. This paper will extensively explore the applications of GIS in marine surveying, including marine map production, seafloor topography analysis, marine environmental monitoring, and ocean resource management, demonstrating how GIS enhances our understanding and management of the marine environment.

2. Fundamental Concepts of GIS and an Introduction to Marine Surveying

2.1. Basic Principles and Functions of GIS

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are powerful tools that combine geospatial data with information technology to collect, store, analyze, and visualize geographic information. The core principles and functions of GIS play a critical role in various fields, including marine surveying. In this section, we will introduce the fundamental principles and functions of GIS and how they operate in the context of marine surveying.[1]

The basic principles of GIS encompass data collection, data storage, data analysis, and data
visualization. Firstly, data collection forms the foundation of GIS. In marine surveying, this involves gathering various geographic information data, such as ocean depth, marine ecosystems, marine meteorology, and more. These data can be obtained through satellites, measuring instruments, underwater vehicles, and other sensors.[2] Once collected, the data are stored in a GIS database, which is a crucial component of data management. The database not only stores the raw data but can also maintain geographic attributes like coordinates, elevation, and more.

Secondly, GIS harnesses data analysis functions to unlock the potential of the data. In marine surveying, this includes seafloor topography analysis, marine ecosystem modeling, weather simulations, and more. Through analysis, we can identify potential marine features such as seamounts, trenches, and the distribution of marine biological communities. GIS can also assist scientists in predicting weather changes, ocean tides, and other marine phenomena, which is essential for navigation and ocean resource management.[3]

Lastly, the data visualization capabilities of GIS make information more understandable and communicable. Through maps, charts, 3D models, and other formats, marine surveying data can be presented in an intuitive way to decision-makers, researchers, and the public. This aids in better conveying the state of the marine environment, enhancing public awareness of the marine environment while providing decision support for policymakers.

2.2. Importance and Challenges of Marine Surveying

Marine surveying is a crucial field for understanding over 70% of the Earth's surface, covered by the oceans. Oceans cover the vast majority of the Earth's surface, and their topography, water temperature, salinity, and ecosystems have profound impacts on global climate, resource management, and environmental protection.

Firstly, marine surveying is vital for maritime safety. Detailed and accurate nautical charts are the foundation of safe navigation at sea, helping vessels avoid shoals, reefs, and other potential hazards.[4] GIS technology plays an indispensable role in the creation and updating of nautical charts, ensuring the safety of mariners.

Secondly, marine surveying is essential for marine resource management. The oceans are a significant source of economic and ecological resources, including fisheries, oil and gas extraction, and tourism. Precise marine geospatial information aids governments and industry decision-makers in better managing these resources to ensure their sustainable development and preservation.

However, marine surveying also faces challenges. The marine environment is complex and ever-changing, data collection costs are high, and marine surveying tasks are often subject to weather and sea conditions. Furthermore, marine geospatial information requires constant updates to reflect changes on the Earth's surface. Overcoming these challenges requires improving technologies and international cooperation.

3. Marine Cartography and GIS

3.1. The Application of GIS in Marine Cartography

Marine cartography is a crucial application of GIS in the field of oceanography. These maps play a vital role in navigation, marine resource management, and scientific research. GIS provides powerful tools and technologies for marine cartography, and the following are the applications of GIS in marine cartography:

Firstly, GIS can integrate data from multiple sources. Marine data comes from various sources such as satellites, measuring instruments, buoys, and remotely operated vehicles. GIS can integrate data in different formats into a unified platform to ensure the accuracy and completeness of maps.
Secondly, GIS can generate multi-layered marine maps. Based on the requirements of different users, GIS can create maps with various levels of detail. These maps may include information such as ocean depths, potential hazards, navigational aids, and the distribution of marine ecosystems to meet different application needs.

Furthermore, GIS technology allows for real-time updates of marine maps. Since the marine environment is subject to frequent changes, including tides, ocean currents, and seafloor topography, GIS can receive and integrate new data in real-time to ensure the timeliness and accuracy of maps.

Finally, GIS can provide spatial analysis functions, such as route planning and navigation simulations. This is essential for vessel navigation and marine scientific research, helping in planning the safest and most efficient routes.

3.2. The Process of Marine Map Production

Creating marine maps is a complex process involving multiple steps and specialized knowledge. The following is the basic process of marine map production:

a. Data Collection: The primary task is to collect marine data, including ocean depths, seafloor topography, marine ecological information, and more. This data can come from satellite remote sensing, sonar measurements, survey vessels, and remotely operated underwater vehicles.

b. Data Preprocessing: Before inputting data into the GIS system, it needs to undergo preprocessing. This includes data cleaning, coordinate transformations, noise reduction, and data format conversions.

c. Data Integration: Integrate information from different data sources into a GIS database, ensuring data consistency and relationships. This allows different types of data to be overlaid on the map.

d. Map Design: Determine the map's style, scale, and elements. This includes selecting symbols, colors, and labels for clear information communication.

e. Data Analysis: GIS enables spatial analysis to generate information about marine geographic phenomena. This can include temperature distribution, flow velocity, tides, and more.

f. Map Generation: Use GIS software to create marine maps, including overlaying data layers on the map, adding labels, and creating legends.

g. Map Updates: With the availability of new data, marine maps need regular updates to reflect the latest conditions.

3.3. The Role of GIS in Marine Navigation

Marine navigation is a significant application of marine cartography, where GIS plays a critical role in ensuring the safety and efficiency of vessel navigation.

Firstly, GIS can provide real-time navigation support. Vessels are equipped with GPS and other positioning devices that can be integrated with GIS to provide precise location information to mariners. GIS can calculate the shortest routes, avoid obstacles, and hazardous areas, assisting vessels in planning the best course.

Secondly, GIS can provide environmental monitoring capabilities. Vessels can collect data on marine meteorology, marine ecosystems, and marine pollution, which can be integrated with GIS to help mariners understand the current marine environmental conditions and take appropriate actions to ensure safe navigation and environmental protection.

Finally, GIS can support emergency response in case of contingencies. If a vessel encounters malfunctions or other emergency situations, GIS can help rescue teams pinpoint the exact location and plan rescue actions.

In summary, the application of GIS in marine map production and marine navigation is crucial for marine surveying and maritime safety. By integrating marine data, creating detailed maps, providing
real-time navigation support and environmental monitoring, GIS contributes to the sustainable use of
the marine environment and the safety of navigation.

4. Seafloor Topography Analysis and GIS

4.1. The Application of GIS in Seafloor Topography Analysis

Seafloor topography analysis is a significant application of GIS in oceanography and research. Through GIS technology, we can delve into the characteristics, changes, and potential geological processes of seafloor topography. Here are the applications of GIS in seafloor topography analysis:

Firstly, GIS can be used for high-precision measurement and mapping of seafloor topography. Technologies such as satellite altimetry, sonar, and multibeam echosounders are employed to gather seafloor topography data. These data can be processed and analyzed in GIS to generate high-resolution seafloor maps. This is crucial for maritime safety, resource exploration, and marine scientific research.

Secondly, GIS allows for three-dimensional visualization of seafloor topography data. By integrating seafloor topography data into a geographic information system, we can create realistic 3D terrain models. These models not only provide intuitive terrain information but also aid in identifying potential geological features, such as seamounts, trenches, and tectonic plate boundaries.

Furthermore, GIS can be used for the simulation and analysis of seafloor geological processes. By combining geological data and ocean fluid dynamics models, GIS can assist scientists in researching seafloor geological processes, such as tectonic plate drift, seismic activity, and volcanic eruptions. This is crucial for understanding the dynamics of the Earth's interior and seafloor.

4.2. Data Collection and Processing of Seafloor Topography Data

The collection and processing of seafloor topography data are critical steps in seafloor topography analysis. Here is the process of collecting and processing seafloor topography data:

a. Data Collection: Seafloor topography data can be collected through various methods, including sonar bathymetry, multibeam echosounders, satellite altimetry, and remotely operated underwater vehicles. These tools provide data with varying resolutions and accuracy.

b. Data Preprocessing: Data collected typically require preprocessing to remove noise, correct errors, and perform coordinate transformations. This ensures data accuracy and consistency.

c. Data Integration: Seafloor topography data from different sources need to be integrated into a unified GIS database. This includes geographic reference information, depth data, and geological information.

d. Data Interpolation: Sometimes, there might be gaps or missing data points between data points. GIS can use interpolation techniques to estimate values for these missing points, creating a continuous terrain surface.

e. Data Analysis: Once the data is prepared, GIS can perform various analyses, including slope analysis, profile creation, and terrain classification. These analyses help identify features and patterns in seafloor topography.

4.3. The Role of GIS in Marine Geological Research

Marine geological research is a crucial application area of seafloor topography analysis. GIS plays a key role in marine geological research, contributing to a deeper understanding of seafloor geological features and the dynamics of the Earth's interior.

Firstly, GIS can be used for the study of tectonic plate drift. By integrating seafloor topography
data and information on seismic activity, scientists can use GIS to map the boundaries and drift speeds of Earth's plates. This aids in predicting earthquakes and volcanic activity.

Secondly, GIS supports the management of marine geological samples. Collecting seafloor samples and rock specimens is part of marine geological research, and GIS can help manage the locations and attributes of these samples for subsequent analysis and study.

Finally, GIS can also be employed in seafloor mineral exploration. Seafloor geological data can be used to identify potential mineral resources such as minerals, oil, and natural gas. GIS can integrate this data and assist decision-makers in resource development planning.

In summary, the application of GIS in seafloor topography analysis and marine geological research provides us with powerful tools for better understanding the Earth's interior and seafloor topography. Through high-precision data collection, 3D visualization, and geological process simulation, GIS advances marine scientific research and resource exploration.

5. Marine Environmental Monitoring and GIS

5.1. The Application of GIS in Marine Environmental Monitoring

Marine environmental monitoring is a critical task for protecting marine ecosystems and maintaining ocean health. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) play a vital role in marine environmental monitoring, as they can integrate, analyze, and visualize marine environmental data. Here are the applications of GIS in marine environmental monitoring:

Firstly, GIS is used for monitoring marine pollution. It can integrate data from satellites, sensors, and monitoring stations to help monitor and predict marine pollution events, such as oil spills, wastewater discharge, and marine plastic debris. GIS can generate heatmaps, track pollutant movements, and analyze ocean currents to assist relevant authorities in taking timely response measures.

Secondly, GIS supports marine water quality monitoring. By combining water quality data with geographic information, GIS can generate water quality distribution maps to monitor issues such as ocean acidification, rising water temperatures, and algal blooms. This helps in understanding the health of ecosystems and taking measures to protect fragile marine life.

Additionally, GIS is used for marine ecological monitoring. It can assist scientists in tracking the distribution and migration of marine organisms and changes in ecosystems. This is crucial for the protection of coral reefs, marine protected areas, and significant fishing grounds. GIS can also analyze habitat integrity and ecosystem stability.

5.2. Measurement and Analysis of Marine Environmental Parameters

Marine environmental monitoring involves the measurement and analysis of numerous parameters. Here are some common marine environmental parameters and their measurement and analysis methods:

a. Temperature and Salinity: Temperature and salinity are essential indicators of seawater quality. These parameters can be measured using thermometers and salinometers. GIS can be used to analyze temperature and salinity distributions to reveal the properties and movements of ocean water masses.

b. Ocean Acidification: Ocean acidification is a critical environmental indicator involving the measurement of dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) in water. GIS can be used to create maps of acidification distribution to monitor trends and impacts of ocean acidification.

c. Water Quality Parameters: Water quality parameters include turbidity, oxygen levels, and concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus, among others. These parameters can be measured using sensors and water quality samplers. GIS can be used to generate water quality distribution maps to
identify pollution sources and ecosystem health.

5.3. The Role of GIS in Marine Ecological Conservation

Marine ecological conservation is a crucial task for maintaining marine biodiversity and ecosystem functionality. GIS plays a multifaceted role in marine ecological conservation, as follows:

Firstly, GIS can be used for ecosystem modeling and planning. By integrating ecological data, habitat information, and environmental parameters, GIS can help planners identify vulnerable areas of ecosystems and conservation needs to develop sustainable management plans.

Secondly, GIS supports the management of marine protected areas. Marine protected areas are critical tools for conserving marine ecosystems. GIS can help managers monitor activities within protected areas, such as fishing and tourism, to ensure compliance and ecosystem health.

Additionally, GIS can be used for ecological risk assessment. It can help scientists analyze the vulnerability of ecosystems, predict the impacts of climate change and pollution events, and take preventive measures.

In summary, the application of GIS in marine environmental monitoring and ecological conservation contributes to the sustainability of marine ecosystems. By integrating and analyzing environmental data, GIS provides powerful tools for decision-makers to better manage and protect the marine environment. This helps to preserve marine biodiversity, reduce pollution, and address the challenges of climate change.


Marine resource management is a crucial task for ensuring the sustainable development and protection of ocean resources. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) play an essential role in marine resource management. Here are the applications of GIS in marine resource management, the assessment and regulation of marine resources, and the importance of sustainable marine resource management.


GIS technology finds extensive application in marine resource management, benefiting various sectors from fisheries management to oil and gas exploration. Firstly, GIS can assist in monitoring the distribution and changes in fisheries resources to develop fishing plans and protective measures. It can integrate fishing data, marine ecological information, and meteorological data to provide real-time status of fisheries resources. Additionally, GIS is used for optimizing port and fisheries facility planning to enhance the efficiency of fishing activities.

In the realm of oil and gas exploration, GIS is employed for oil field exploration and development. It integrates geological data, seafloor terrain data, and seismic data to identify potential oil and gas reservoir locations. GIS can also be used for planning the layout of pipelines and facilities, optimizing oil field operations, and reducing environmental risks.

6.2. Assessment and Regulation of Marine Resources

Assessing and regulating marine resources are crucial steps in ensuring their sustainable utilization. GIS provides robust support in these areas. Firstly, GIS is used for resource stock estimation. By integrating catch data, marine ecological information, and satellite data, GIS helps managers assess the quantity and health of resources. This aids in determining fishing quotas and the formulation of protective measures.
Secondly, GIS supports resource regulation. It monitors fishing activities, vessel trajectories, and the compliance of fishing zones. This helps in preventing illegal fishing and safeguarding no-fishing areas. Additionally, GIS can analyze the distribution and changes in resources to guide resource management decisions.

6.3. The Importance of Sustainable Marine Resource Management

Sustainable marine resource management is of paramount importance because marine resources are a crucial component of global ecosystems and economies. Without effective management, overfishing and resource wastage can lead to resource depletion, ecosystem collapse, and economic instability. Sustainable management encompasses ensuring the responsible use of resources, maintaining ecosystem health, curbing illegal fishing, and minimizing environmental impacts from resource development activities.

GIS plays a pivotal role in sustainable marine resource management by integrating data, providing real-time monitoring, and supporting decision-making, enabling managers to better balance the utilization and protection of resources. It contributes to the sustainable utilization of resources, the preservation of ecosystem integrity, and the availability of resources for future generations while promoting the sustainable development of fisheries and the oil and gas industry.

In conclusion, the application of GIS in marine resource management provides powerful tools for the sustainable utilization of resources, balancing the demands and protection to maintain the health of marine ecosystems and safeguard the future of marine resources. This is vital for the sustainability of the global economy and the environment.

7. Conclusion

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have a wide range of applications in the field of marine surveying. This article summarizes the roles of GIS in key application areas, including marine map production, seabed terrain analysis, marine environmental monitoring, and marine resource management, emphasizing the importance of GIS technology in enhancing marine research and management. In the future, with the continuous development of technology and the accumulation of data, GIS will continue to play a significant role in marine surveying, providing support for a better understanding and protection of the marine environment.
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